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Absfract - This introduction to artificial neural net-

works summarizes some basic concepts of computational neuroscience and the resulting m o d e l s o f
a r t i f i c i a l n e u r o n s . The t e r m i n o l o g y o f b i o l o g i c a l
and a r t i f i c i a l n e u r o n s , b i o l o g i c a l a n d machine
learning and neural processing is introduced. The
concepts of supervised and unsupervised learning
are explained with cxarnplcs from tbc power system

area. Finally, a taxonomy of different types of
neurons a n d rliffcrcnt classes of artificial neural
networks is presented.
1.

IIWROIXJCTION

The discipline of compulatirmal neuroscience has three goals,
first the computer-aided simulation of some functionrdities of
the brain, sccomt the understanding of the function of the
brain in computational terms and third the application of
neural conccp[s for innovafivc technical problem solving. A
dctailtxt discussion of functionalities and models in
computational neurfsscicnce m well as references concerning
experimental data and theoretical models can be found in
[Churcbland and Scjnowski, 1992].
The theory of ,artificial neural networks (ANN) is mainly
motivated by the sccontl goal, i. e. the establishment of
simple formal models of biological neurons and their
interconnections called artificial neural networks; for an
exccllcnt introduction, see [1 Ierm, Krogh and Palmer, 1991].
la the power cnginccring domain, prcdominandy the third
goal is , i.e. the application of already simplified tools of
ANNs to tcclmical prob]cms remains the main objective,
[Nicbur ct al.. “1993].
Although Churchlamt and Sejnowski [1992] give strong
arguments for the validity of the simulation of complex
bcbavior with very simple models, this tutorial is not so
much conccrntxl with the biological plausibility of the
discussed ,artificial neural network models as with the
applic:ibility of the discovered principles to a technical task,
Nature and (cchnology have different goals, means, materials
and crsnstraiats. Hor instance, as Churchland and Sejnowski
note, nature does not SLW1 “from scratch.” When “dcvelophg”
birds, nature had to start from dinosaurs. lhe material as
biological matter was given, the means were basically
random mutalion and the constraints had m take into accounl
multiple criteria. Conccming the task of flying, an optimally
designed bird not only had to fly fast but also to be able to
rcpi’oducc, Although inspired by nature, the engineer can
specify the constraints, design an objcc~ simulate the model

on a computer, choose an appropriate material and finally
build, e, g., a machine. His solution can be globally optimal
in the given frame work whereas nature can only achieve a
locaJ optimum, if only the constraints of a specific task (like
flying fast) without reference to the larger context are taken
into account, However, when proceeding as described, it is
highly unlikely that the engineer will develop a tool which
flies only satisfactorily but is a magnificent swimmer and
diver, as nature has been able to produce in the form of some
birds.
Staying with this anaJogy, wc understand an artificial neural
network as a brain-inspired computer which may solve a
similar task as the biological brain, but will not be an
imitation neither in material nor means nor constraints. la
the following text the term “neuron” will usually refer to the
basic unit of an artificial neural model, and “learning” and
“training” designate machine learning techniques.
2.

BIOLOGICAL NJXJRONS

One of the earliest descriptions of biological neurons is due
to Cajal [1894], who identified a neuron m an independent
electric device transmitting and rccciving electrical signals.
Although at least 500 different types of biological neurons
have been distinguished, many neurons have a general
structure simihu to that shown schematically in Fig. 1, The
following description of the function of biological neurons is
necessarily simplified, see [Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992]
for a more” detaijcd and very reachble infrwlucti&).
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Fig. t Schematic drawing of a biological neuron model. We show the
principal parts of the neuron, as introduced in tt)e text, as well m
sche.nmlizd slIapes of tile neural signals, Note ttmt this shpc changes
along tile dendri[;s but rellmins the s;lne when traveling along the axon

The principal components of a typical bicshsgicat neuron are
the cell body (or soma), the dendrites and the axon. The
function of the dendrites is the collection and conduction of
electric potentials which are generated at the synapses when a
presynaptic neuron experiences an action potential (“spike”).
If the intracellular potential in the soma exceeds a certain
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value, called the threshold, an action potential is generale(l
which travels along the axon and the intracellular voltage is
reset to a value close to the so-called resting potential (the
voltage obtained in the absence of synaptic inputs). The axon
is conncctcd via synapses to the dendrites of other neurons
(which are called postsynaptic) and therefore the action
potential will influence the voltage in these neurons.
Functionally, the dcndrikx arc closely associated with the
inpul of the cell and the axon with the output.
There are basically two types of synapses, one called
excitatory and the other inhibitory. Activation of excimtory
synapses increases the voltage in the postsynaptic neuron
while activation of inhibitory synapses decreases the voltage.
If many excitatory synapses are activated frequently, and if
only few inhibitory synapses are activated, the intracellular
voltage of the neuron incremes rapidly and reaches threshold
fast. lhcrcforc, the neuron will generate aclion potentials at a
high rate, i. e., the neuron will be very active. The soma,
where the instantaneous voltage is compared with the
threshold and, depending on the result of this comparison, an
action potenlial is either gcncr’ated or no~ corresponds most
closely to fhc decision-making instmce of the neuron.
‘his description of neural function is grossly simplified and
there are many exceptions to this prototypical behavior. For
instance, there are many clmses of neurons which do not have
a clear distinction bCtWCCIl axons and dendrites. Other neurons
are not even capable of gcnemting action potentials and they
communicate by other means, Also, our classification of
synapses in only two types (excitatory and inhibitory) is
simplified, and we have completely neglected the in{erior
dynamics of cells, which are far more complex than just the
simple summation of synaptic inputs described above. The
final point wc would like to make here is that recently also
the notion of the spiking frequency being the only signal
transmitted bclwccn neurons has been questioned, and that
there is increasing cvidcncc that the time structure of the
sequences of spikes plays an important role. We have
prcscntcd this simplified description of neuronal function
since il is at this lCVC1 that the elements of artificial neural
networks arc usually modeled.
3.
TIE ARTIFICIAL NE(JRON - A
Computational. MODEL OF THE BIOLOGICAL
NEIJRON
McCttlloch and Pitls [1943] established the first
conlpulationnl trmdcl of a biological neuron, by translating
the biological concepts as shown in Fig. 2: incoming and
onlgoing aclion potentials and synapses are presented by in
general real-valued vcdors. The simulation of the soma is
modeled as the weighted sum (i. e. scalar product) of
incoming vccmr and weight vector and the ,amplification of
the axon is modeled by a (in general non-linear) gain
function. In diagrams showing artificial neurons scalar
product and gain function ,arc usually grouped to form the
artificial neural unit.

The simplest formal model, the logic threshold unit is shown
in Fig. 3. It consists of a two-dimensional binary input
vector x, the gain function of the neural unit being the
threshold function g(x) with a given threshold 6 aa given in
(l),
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Fig. 2: Schematic drinving of tbe artificial neuron model. Terrru in italic
denote tbe biological parts Iheir formal conqmnent s are denoted in
normal type.

and a one-dimensional output vector. The synaptic weights
are modeled by two real mtmbcrs wk, k = 1, 2, The neuron
processes the binary input components xk, k = 1, 2 as
follows:

[1
2

y=g~wkxk
k=]

- 1 1 forh
w i t h g(h)=
forh>SO@
{

(1)

Although extremely simple, this artificial neuron can
calculate Boolean functions. For example for the Boolean
values 1 = TRIJE and -1 = FALSE, for the given synaptic
weights W1 = W2 = 1 and a threshold vahtc El = -0.5, the
neural net computes the output y as the Logical OR belween
x 1 and x2. For the same weights and a threshold value
tl = +0.5, the neural net calculates the Logical AND.

Fig. ?I The logic threshold unit with tfmeshold 8 being part of the gain
function

Fig. 4 TM logic threshold unit with fixed third input and with thresbtdd o
being part nf the weigh[ veztw

A straightforward calculation shows that the gain function g
can be chosen as the sign function if the dimension of the
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input vector and weight vector is augmented and their values
are clamped to -1 and (1 respectively.

[1
3

)’=~~wkxk
k=]

– 1 1 forh>o
forh<O
w i t h g(h)=

(2)

{

In the following we will therefore model any threshold 0 by
an extra synaptic weight. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of the
equivatcnt unit.
4,

CHARACTERIZATION OF ARTIFICIAL NHJRAL
NETWORKS

dimensional matrix for the neurat net layer - output layer
connections. The way the neurons are connected in the neural
net layer is specific for the different existing models &s for
example the multi-layer perception, Kohonen’s selforganizing feature map and the Hopfield model. Examples of
architectures will be explained in the following section. There
exist a variety of other types of neural architectures, see
[Krogh, ef. al., 1991].
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So far wc have defined the architecture of a simple neuron,
We have also seen how the neuron processes input vectors,
provided the weights are known. In section 7. we will discuss
strategies, commonly referred to as learning, how to
determine the weight vectors for a given set of input vectors,
Ilc dcscribcd simple model can be generalized in many ways.
Every artificial neuraJ nclwork model can be characterized by
the following features: its archileclure, its processing
algorithm and its /raining algorithm,
Combining several neurons so that the output y~ of neuron j
serves as inpul to one or scvcraJ neurons leads to networks of
artificial neurons. Ile archiwcrure specifies the arrangement
of neural cmmec(ions as well as the type of units
characterkd by its gain function.
For a given architecture the ncuraJ network is used in two
diffcrcul modes, the processing mode and the training mode.
In the processing rnodc, the proces.ting algorithm specifies
how the neural unit for a given set of weights calculates the
output vector y for any input vector x. The type of
processing furfhcr depends on the type of the gain function.
The Irairring algori{hm specifies how the neural llCtwOrk
adapts its weights for all M given input vectors x, called
training vectors, from a set of given vec(ors, the training set.
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neural network architecture.

With respect to the architecture four main types of neural
networks c,an be distinguished:
1) Layered feed- forwurd neural networks, where a layer of
neurons ;ecei;es input only from previous layers as for
instance the multi-layer perception (MLP) shown in Fig.
6. The functional relation y = f(x) between input and
output is usually not given in an analytical form.
The flow of information for the processing of input
vectors with fixed weight vectors is in one direction only.
Input units feed the input values directly to the hidden
neurons whereas hidden and output units rirocess
their
.
input through a non-linear gain funclion.
tigmoi[hl KiII g(h) = Ml! JVI
x

,

y = f(x)

1.ct us now examine these three ch,aracieristics, ,architecture,
processing and training in mom dcklil.
.5 .

ARC1 H“ITX’IIJRE OF AR1’lFICIAI. NIXJRAL
NETWORKS

In general the architecture, see Fig, 5, consists of three p,arts,
the n-dimensional inpu( layer where the input data is fed in,
the neural network layer consisting of N neurons
interconnected in various ways and the m-dimensional output
layer. Illc n input vector and m output vector components are
either binary or real numbers. Each input and output vector
component can be connected with each neuron through a
synaptic weighl, which is a real number. We therefore have
two weigh( matrices, one mxN-dimensional matrix for the
input layer - neural net layer connection and one Nxn -

hpu( @r
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Fig. 6: Architecture of a multi-layer perception containing 5 input, 3 hidden
and 4 output units,
For the MLP we will show later that the flow of
information during training is in two directions, forwards ~
to calculate the actual output and backwards in order to
back-propagate the emor for the correction of the weights.

.
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2) Recurrent neural networks, where the inpuLs to a neuron
arc the net’s previous outputs as well ‘as inputs from
external sourw-s which are input xi and bizs (equivalent to
a shift of the threshold) Ii. The fully connected Hopjield
net [1 Ioptield, 1982] shown in Fig. 7 is an example for
this type of architecture. Here, the neurons process their
input through a threshold function.
During processing the 1 Iopfield net will feedback its
output, during training however only one feed-forward
step is used.
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Fig. 7: Architecture of the Ilopfield network containing 5 input, S recurrent
&d 5 outpLII units. Nnte that, in contrast 10 he MLP, the input and output
units correspond to stales, not to physical neurons

consisting of feedforward input units and a lateral layer consisting of m
neurons, which arc laterally connected to their neighbors.
The Kohom]n network shown in Ilg. 8 is an example for
this type of network. II will bc discussed in detail in the
luton~fi chapter [Nicbur, 1996],

3) Laterolly connec~cd neural networks

egy where only one neuron and its close neighbors are
stimulated by the input,
4) Hybrid networks combine two or three of the above
features. For example, the Bohzmarm machine has a
hidden layer with recurrent connections, The two neural
layers of the Counter-propagation network consist of a
Kohonen layer and a fed-forward layer,
6.

PROCESSING OF INFORMATION WITH
ARTIFICIAL NEURONS

In biological neural networks, the incoming action potential
will excite different neurons to a different degree Depending
on the size of the stimulus the neuron will then amplify or
inhibit the incoming signal. In artificial neural networks the
degree of the excitation is usually measured as the similarity
between input vector and weight vector. Higher similarity
usually results in a larger output, A saturated gain function
ensures that this process stays bounded.
Similarity of two vectors can be defined as generalized
coline,arity. In this case the angle formed by two vectors
serves as a measure of similarity. Out of all weight vectors
Wi, i = 1, . . . . m, the weight vector wi* is the most similar
to an input vector x, if their scalar product (i. e, weighted
sum of components) takes its maximum
sim(x, w)

! Wc’lm

l—l

(3)

A second concept of simihwity uses the Euclidean distance of
two vecmrs as a memure. Here Wi* is most similar to x if
sim(x, w)

:= II X - Wi* II
min{ll X -Willli = 1, . ...111)

=

Nugl)h,,l,wd
l[ll.

:= <X, Wi*>
max{<x, Wi>l i = 1, . . . . 111)

=

-

(4)

Crasxs

Applying the p.arallelogr,am equation it can be easily shown
that these two concepts are equivalent for nonnatized vectors.
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Fig. 8: Arclutechm of the Krhnen network containing 5 input units and 9
laterally cmmecled units. lhe number of output classes depends cm the
characteristics of the training set. and is at mmt equal 10 tile nuder of
neurons.

l%e number of the output classes depends on the ch,aractcris~ics of the training set and can thus UO[ be considered
as part of the architecture which is specified in advance. In
the original model training as well as processing results
in a rccurrenl dynamical process involving all lalcrally
conncclc(t neurons. ‘he most commonly used simplification, however, applies a winner-take-all feed-forward stmt-

The gain function g further determines the way how the
neuron amplifies iLs output y for a given weight vector w and
a given input vector x, The sign function will either produce
a TR[JE or FALSE answer for all output neurons. The
winner-take-all function will produce a TRUE output only for
the most stimulated neuron and FALSE for all others. A
linear threshold function will produce saturated responses for
very large and very small stimulation only.
The processing algorithm for one neuron in general is:
y = g(sitn(x, w))

(5)

The most commonly used similarity measure is the scalar
product of x and w for x, w ● 91r)~.
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TABLE 1

TAXONOMY FOR ONE FORMAL NEURON,
Neuron:

G a i n F u n c t i o n g: X + X

Input/Output Vector Components

1

‘Ilumhold unit

X,E

yE’ (-1, 1)

sign(h)
I.,inear unil
Non-linear unit
unit) ..- —. --— .—
. .(sigmoid
.. —. —-- .“-—-.
Non-1 inear unit
,(siynoid unit)

->
1
1
/ .,1
identity
-=—_— ._
.——.
— ---- —___ .

“m
Ianh(ph)
—— ___
__— —..— ——.
—
r
.—

—— . . .

I . . .(l+exp(-2~h))-l
. . -1. . . . . . . .“. ___
. . . . . . . ____________ ._. -

exp(-(h-i*)2/2~2)

i* denotes
. .———
.- L.- .most
. . . ... .stimulated
.<— --..—- unit
—-...,.., .- . .
1
0
L
1 for most stimulated unit i *
g(h) = O elsewhere
{

The logic threshold model can bc easily extended for nreal-vahrcd input vectors. Depending on the k~sk
10 be solved, subsequent models replaced the threshold
function by a

dimensionnl

1) linear or linear-saturated gain func(ion (linear perception,
a&lptivc linear element or “adalinc”),
2) non-linc,ar gain function, usually a sigmoid function
(non-linear pcrceptmn)
3) the winner-take-al] function (self-organizing feature map
ncumn)
4) Gaussian function (radial bmis function neuron).
Table I shows examples of commonly used neural units
charactcri7.c41 by their gain funclions.
7. LEARNING IN NIXJRA1. NETWORKS
Neural nctwmh are commonly used for tasks like pattern
rccognilion, content addressable memories, approximation,
clawitlca(ion, p,aramcter estimation and control. We will now
discuss stfatcgics for the determination of weights in order to
achieve the desired objective. These strategies arc usually
called learning or tmining.
7.1
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Hebb’s rule - a bicdogicul learning hypothesis

In the example of the logic threshold unit, the synaptic
weights were assumed fixed and known in advance. In
biological terms this would correspond to the synaptic

y E [0, 1]
- . .—. -.. . . . . . . . . “._—.__-_._.__”.
x G 9im
yG {0,1)

strength being genetically pre-determined. Already from the
estimated number of neurons and synapses in the human
central nervous system (on the order of 1012 neurons and
1015 synapses) it is, however, clear, that not all synaptic
connections can be pre-coded. It is a biological fact that
structural and functional changes in the nervous system,
usually called plasticity, can result from experience or
damage. In psychological terms, plasticity is at the base of
changes in behavior due to experience (learning). Engineers
usually prefer the term “training” which does not imply any
“intelligence” of the lcaroing individual respectively
computer. Therefore this term is less prone to philosophical
discussions about whether a machine can be intelligent.
In 1949, the psychologist D. Hebb [Hebb, 1949] formulated
the hypothesis that synapses change in efficacy according to
the following principle: The strength increases when both
pre- and postsynaptic elements are active simultaneously
(Icarning). The synapse may decrease in strength if there is a
presynaptic activity without concurrent pos(synaptic
activation (@rge~/ing).
Formulated in terms of artificial neurons Hebb’s learning rule
can be stated as follows:
For the weight vector w of an artificial neuron, given input
vector x and output y, synaptic learning can be expressed as
follows:
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adnp.s Its weights for all given input vccmrs x, callcct
trrdnlng vc-ctorsrfrom a set of given vcclors, the t.rrdnhlgsc[.
If kx every Input vcaor x, lhc ddrcd output vcttor Ytmgc{
L! given, and lttc weights am adapted in order to pruduct lhc
dcsimf output, the sraining proccm is calicd supfrviscd
&a, ning. If only the input vcctrx is giwm and rhc tuucrure of
the data 1s di$covcrcd autonomously, the training is called
un.ruprrvkd
kcarning.

7.2,1.

L.farrzing os art c.?linrizalion
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whbin the frssrmwuk of Optlrnb.aticro and tignal processing
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ad Unbchaucn, 1993],
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Fig. 9 The Logic AND problem M a linear separability task.
The black. the while and the two shaded dOLS denote the four Iraining
vec[ors. Values above the hyperplane like the black dot are climified m
TRUE, values below as FAL”E.

7.2.2.

In may adaptive tasks, however, optimization has to be
adjuskxl to new incoming patterns. This task can usually not
be solved by otherwise powerful optimization tools like the
calculation of the pseudo-inverse or Quasi-Newton
techniques. Furthermore for large training sets the inversion
of the pseudo-inverse XTX represents a heavy computational
burden, especially in the ease of singular pseudo-inverses. We
will present an iterative and adaptive algorithm in the next
section.

Rejlect ions on learning paradigms

The following rc-evaluation of the learning technique
proposctl in 7.2.1 apply to supervised as well as ttnsupcrvised
learning techniques. In this simple example we have
implicitly made four severely restrictive assumptions.
1) We have assumed that our le,arning task is defined by a
continuously differenliahle error functiou to which
cfficicat optimizal ion techniques cm be applied.
In the case of self-organizing feature maps, a winner-mke-all
net trained in an unsupervised manner, only a nondiffcrcntiahle error function exists for training vectors
distributed with a discrete probability. This case will be
discussed in the next tutorial chapter.
2) Wc have assumed that the solution of our learning Llsk
exists. This is only the case if the training set can be
linearly scp,arated (i. e. by hyperplanes) into the target
Oulput Cklsscs.
If the training set is not linearly separable, the Least Sqware
Minimimlion problem dots nol have non-zero solutions. For
example the 1.ogic XOR cannot be calculamd with the Logic
‘Il]rcshokt UniL In Fig. 9 this task would require to place a
hypcrplane, i (I. straight line, such that the shaded dots lie on
onc side and (IIC black (lf)L\ on the other side of the line. The
interested reader may vcrufy thal for ytwge: = (-1, 1, 1, -1 )T,
w = (O, O, ojf is the only solution.
la the next tutorial chapter we will see that replacing the gain
function by a sigtnoid function provides a powerful remedy to
this problem. For’ the multi - layer pcrceptron and a sigmoid
form of the gain function, the partial (terivativcs of the error
with respect to the weights can easily be computed
nttmcric,atly. The error function is usually minimized with a
stochastic gradicat se,arch technique which is known as the
back-propagation algorithm and which was imlepcmtentl y
developed by [Wcrbos, 1974] and [Rumelhtart et al., 1986].
3) la onlcr to establish matrix X, WC! have assumed that all
trtining patlcrns are known beforehand.

4) Last, but not least we did not use a biologically plausible
learning concept.
In general we are not overly concerned if our machine
learning task achieves the same objective as biological
learning, by using different means. However, by neglecting
biological learning paradigms like simple computation, local
adaptation, and robustness concerning failing neurons,
researchers would have tnissed the opportunity to develop
robusL simple, efficient and highly parallel hardware circuits,
which are quite different from the techniques employed by
conventional super-computers [Mead et al.,, 1989]. Ncuralbawd h,ardware has recently been introctueed for power system
security assessment, [Comu et al., 1994].
7.2.3.

Supervised learning - learning for parameter
estimation

Supervised learning techniques, aJso commonly referred to as
learning by example or learning with a teucher fall in the
same class of tasks as regression analysis and parameter
estimation.
Note that in this framework, classification tasks can be
formulated as the Llsk of finding a regression model for the
function which maps an input vector x onto its class label,
for example TRI.JE or FAI.SE coded with binary numbers.
The non-linear gain function like the sign function will map
real-valued weighted sums onto binary outputs,
la the following, we will detinc a local learning rule which
solves the logical AND problem while respecting the
biological learning p,amdigms cited above. It is based on a
simple iterative optimization algorithtn, the steepest gradient
descent technique. It converL$ the task of finding the zero of
the function grad E(w) into the task of finding the fixpoint of
a related function G. lJadcr cert,ain conditions, the latter can
be solved by a simple iterative method. Thus
grad E(w*) = O <==> G(w*) = w*

(13)

with
G(w):= w - q(t) gra(t E(w)

and

q(l) bounded

The iterative procwture of steepest descent is shown in (14).
The expression for the gradient of the error function E was
obtained based on y~ given in (7) and E given in (8)
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